Ms Dxxxx

(CONSPIACY TO RAPE)

30-01-1985

What do the police say

What do I say

victim: Ms Dxxxx

30-01-1985

Description:
I am 5.11”, Duffy 5.4”

Tall man 6”
Small man 5-8”
Tall man dark hair long fringe down over face,
hair colour dark lighter than black long fringe
which went to his top lip, looked like the singer
Lloyd Cole.
No head wear on tall man, early 20’s big build.
Identified tall man on ID parade on 02-03-1987
small man early 20’s med build. Cream coloured
balaclava, could only see eye holes, later after
attack saw small man standing under a street light
with blonde hair which was straight.
Attended ID parade on 08-12-1986 picked out
small man who attacked me.

I have never had a long fringe or black hair as was
proved by photos seized by police.
The taller man stood face to face with this lady so
the victim got a very good look at him.
I was on the ID parade and was not picked out.
Victim also attended the ID parade in which
Duffy was on. The victim had seen a picture of
Duffy in the newspaper and despite her
description of him as 5.8” blonde hair she picked
a 5.4” curly ginger haired person.

Forensic:
No forensic items were available for testing, no
rape.

Nothing I can add is there?

Alleged Accomplice:
A full account of the attack with good
remembered detail is given by Duffy.
Mulcahy was very aggressive throughout the
attack and Duffy thought that Mulcahy was going
to hurt the victim as Mulcahy was saying things
to her that made Duffy think Mulcahy was going
to hurt her although Duffy can’t remember what
was said. Duffy pulled him away and went to the
car and fled the area.

Yes a full account is given but it bears little or no
resemblance to the victims account, even though
Duffy had her statements to read Duffy only
picked a few points and tried to twist them to suit
him.
The taller man is alleged by Duffy to be so
aggressive that Duffy is scared and dragged
himself away, odd then that the victim says
“strangely the taller man was very gentle”.
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The victim also states the smaller man wore a
cream balaclava and a white/cream denim jacket
and saw him standing under a street light close by
shortly after the attack. Duffy states he has never
owned a cream balaclava or denim jacket and fled
the area straight away.
So who did attack this lady?

No fingerprint only evidence is Duffy.
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